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My dog Taffy smiles. It usually hap-
pens when 1 see her after a long absence.
As shc walks towards mc the ends of hcr
mouth curve gently upward, and she real-
ly smiles. Taffy is nor unique; I’ve also
seen this behavior in another dog.

I‘VCnever tried to convince anyone of
the fact that dogs can smile, or even that

animals other than man can smile; and
1’ve never seriously considered the possi-
bility that scientific evidence would sup-
port my suspicion that my dog is really
smiling--until a few months ago, when 1
came across an article in the New York
Tizzw Magazine cntided “An Uncommon
Inquiry Into the Nature of a Common
Phenomenon, ” 1

In the article, Boyce Rcnsberger, a
Timej science reporter, tries to answer the

question ,”Why can’t people tickle them-
selves?” He asserts that, ‘‘Science has no
answer. A diligent search of the medics!
and psychological Iitcraturc of the last
quarter century has led m- to conclude
that no respected authority knows why. ”
(As will be seen below, his use of ‘‘dili-
gent” is dubious, if not laughable. ) So
he advances his own solution to the pro-

blcm, citing data from animal-behavior
researchers. In short, he concludes that
what appears to be laughter and smiling
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in animals is really a fear reaction, and
thar when humans arc tickled their reac-
tion is similar to that of frightened ani-
mals--they laugh. When you tickle your-
self, there is no threat, no fear--and no
laughter.

Rensberger justifies this speculation
with the statement that, “Where scien-

tists fear to tread, science writtm readily
speculate. ” Although Rensberger’s the-
ory seems plausible enough on the sur-
face, one thing bothered me: when my
dog smiles it is not out of fear, Could
Rensberger’s “diligent search” of the li-
terature have missed something?

Yes. A follow-up search by lSl” staff
has revealed much material which is di-

rectIy relevant to Rcnsberger’s “theory, ”

and much more which, though not di-
rectly relevant, is ncvcrthcless fascinating.

As far back as 1873, Charles Darwin2

noted that in order for tickling to be
pleasurable, the following requirements
must be met:

1. The tickler must be a familiar per-
son.

.7. Someone other than the tickled
must do the tickling,

3. The tickled part must be a body
part not commonly touched.

4, The touch must bc light,
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Datwin also observed that, “From the
fact that a child can hardly tickle itself, or
in a much Iess degree than when tickled
by another person, it seems that the pre-
cise point to be touched must not be
known. ” 2 Thus, although Rensberger as-
serts that science has “overlooked” the
self-tickling phenomenon, Darwin con-
sidered it over a century ago.

In 1892 Herberr Spencer3 theorized
that laughter is produced when “a large
amount of nervous energy, instead of
being allowed to expend itself in pro-
ducing an equivalent amount of new
thoughts and emotion which were nas-
cent, is suddenly checked in its flow. The
excess must discharge itself in some other
direction, and there results an efflux
through the motor nerves to various clas-

ses of muscles, producing the half-con-
vulsive acts we term laughter. ”

A similar physiological explanation of
laughter was recently reiterated by a re-
searcher who held that, “Tickle, itch and

pain all seem to represent the same basic
phenomena . . . . Simply put, a tickle is
‘outside’ us and we attempt to push away
from it, but an itch is ‘on’ us and we
must strike at ourselves to remove it. A
pain is ‘in’ us, and we cannot move away
from it.”4

A large number of studies have inves-

tigated the apparently “infectious” na-
ture of laughter, but it seems that they
have been used mainly by makem of

canned-laughter tapes for television. Pre-
dictably, one such study~ found that au-
diences rated material accompanied by
canned laughter as more amusing than
the same material without canned laugh-
ter. Another found that canned laughter
tends to facilitate recall of specific jokes.6

Curiously, various theories have postu-
lated an evolutionary significance for tick-
ling and laughter. One author points out
that in some folk traditions, extreme tick-
lishness serves as “proof of sexual inte-
grity.”4 He suggests that ticklishness is
used by nature to protect virgins against
rape and sexual advances. Another au-
thor, relating adolescent gigling to the
emerging sexual drive, concluded that
giggling teenage girls arc found mainly in

upper and middle class families, since in
the lower classes “sex is less taboo in
adolescence.”7

Another group of studies, probably be-
ginning with Sigmund Freud’s 1905 pa-
per, “Jokes and Their Relation to the
Unconscious, ” explores the symbolic sig-
nificance of laughter. Onc author, com-

menting on the relationship of smoking,
coughing, and laughter, observes that
laughter is a “reassurance that one ex-
ists.,.. It is the freedom from bad intro-
jects and we feel cleaner and better after-
wards.”8

The theme of laughter as communi-
cation is apparent in several studies of
laughter in infants and children. One
such study found that infants begin smil-
ing in their sleep within 2 to 12 hours
after delivety.9 In another, researchers
noted infants’ reactions to various undig-
nified stimuli: lip popping, speaking in
a squeaky voice, shouting “boom! boom!
boom!, ” kissing the baby’s stomach,

tickling the baby’s chin, and crawling or
waddling in front of the infant. The
scientists found that the stimuli eliciting
the greatest amount of laughter are those
which make the “greatest cognitive de-
mands on the infant. ” They also sug-

gested that laughter and fear are related:
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“When an infant cries he pulls back in
the high chair and turns from the stimu-
lus, whereas when laughter occurs the
baby maintains an orientation towards
the agent, reaches for the object, and
seeks to reproduce the situation. ” 10

Rensberger’s conclusion itself was anti-
cipated a dccadc ago by Arthur Koestlcr,
who stated, ‘‘Tickling a child will call out
a wiggling and squirming rcspottsc, an
innate defense mechanism to escape a
hostile grip on vulnerable areas which are
not normally exposed to attack. But the
child will laugh only--and this is the crux
of the matter--if an additional condition
is fulfilled: it must perceive the tickling
aJ 4 mock attack, a caress in a mildly

aggressive disguise. This explains why

people laugh only when tickled by others
but not when they tickle them-

Selves....”ll
In fairness, wc should remember that

Rensberger is neither a scientist, nor, pre-
sumably, a trained literature searcher.
While most scientists also lack such train-
ing they do know that a thorough search

should prcccde any serious research. Also,
we should bear in mind that his tone was

not authoritative, but humorous.

Nevertheless, he naively asserts that,
“If any researcher anywhere has investi-
gated the self-tickling phenomenon, he
or she must have published the findings
in a periodical even more obscure that the
CentraJ Afican jouma/ of Medicine . ...”
Apparently hc even failed to stumble up-

on an article published in 1971 in that

obscure journal called Nature. 12
The article, entidcd “Preliminary Ob-

servations on Tickling Oneself, ” begins
with the question, “Why is it that most
people cannot tickle themselves?” Its au-

thors set about answering the question in
exemplary objective fashion. They con-
structed a “tickle apparatus” consisting
of a plastic pointer connected to a gear
box which guaranteed a standard tickle
stimulus. Then they tested 30 subjects in

three different conditions: with the ex-

perimenter alone controlling the tickle

apparatus, with the subject alone con-

trolling the apparatus, and with both

controlling it. They report that, “There
was no difficulty in confirming experi-
mentally that a self-administered tickle is
lCSSeffcctivc than an externally admin-
istered tickle.’” More significantly, they
concluded that, ‘‘The methods used here
indicate that the topic is not intractable

to experimental treatment, although wc
have not achieved a final answer. ”

So while the Times reporter was correct
in stating that ‘‘science has no answer, ”
his accusation that science has completely
ignored the tickling phenomenon is un.
justified. Science has even produced evi-
dence to support the contention that my
dog doe-r indeed smile. Whether or not
this is icarned behavior still needs to be

studied: if not why don’t all dogs, like
most humans, smile.

According to animal behaviorist Konrad
Lorenz, the slightly opened jaws and til-
ted angle of the mouth gives dogs the ap-
pearance of laughing, “This ‘laughing’ is
most often wen in dogs playing with an
adored master and which become so ex-
cited that they soon start panting. ” 13

Another rcscarchcr noted that a chimpan-

zee w= ‘‘frcquendy observed in the pro-
ccss of tickling herself and laughing as a
result, ‘‘14 and more recent data indicatm

that many apes appear to laugh when
their armpits arc tickled.’f
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Aristotle held that man is the only

animal that is ticklish.d But J.A.M.
Meedoo (who was cited by Rettsberger)
disagrees, stating that, “AI] about us we
find ample evidence to refute the old

adage that laughter is typically human.
Horses neigh exuberantly when allowed
to mn free in the meadow. In other ani-
mals comparable reactions on a more pri-
mitive level cart be observed . . . . In these

animals we discover the rudimentary be-
ginnings of the mimicry of laughter.
Laughter and play are the first biological
exercises in squiring distance from the
cruder instincts, the fmt exercise in bio-

logical detachment. ” 15

Until someone proves othetwise, then,
I am convinced that my dog abe~ smile—

and 1 know I‘m not alone. Even Thomas

Mann, in his story “A Man and His
Dog,” 16 has desaibed his dog smiling:

‘‘.. .We amuse ourselves, I by tapping
him on the nose, and he, by snapping at
my hand as though it were a fly. It makes
US both laugh. Yes. Bashart has to laugh
too; and as I laugh I marvel at the sight,
to me the oddest and most touching
thing in the world. It is moving to see
how under my teasing his thin animal

cheeks and the comers of his mouth will

twitch, and ovet his dark animal mask

passes an expression Iikc a human smile. ”
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